Rapid start-up times are a big challenge for high temperature fuel cells such as solid oxide fuel cells (SOFCs), especially large-sized stacks with high power outputs. This paper presents the development of tubular and micro-tubular anode-supported SOFCs and the design and testing of the thermal stability of such single cells and stacks. It was demonstrated that single cells with various sizes have very good thermal shock resistance. Preliminary results also showed that stacks can be started up within minutes and withstand more than 50 thermal cycles and temperature changes of 550 o C/min. Several factors that affect the thermal stability are discussed.
Introduction
Solid oxide fuel cells for portable applications are required to have a rapid start-up and cool down times, in addition to be lightweight and possess a high volumetric power density. Rapid heating, however, is a significant challenge to most planar and large tubular cells and stacks (1) . A slow heat-up requirement is a consequence of the high thermal expansion coefficient (TEC), TEC mismatch and brittleness of the cell component materials. If a stack is heated or cooled too rapidly between the operating temperature (800-900°C) and ambient temperature, it may crack. Rigid sealing, especially around the edge of the planar cells, exacerbates the thermal shock issue. Although the Solid State Energy Conversion Alliance (SECA) industry team has recently reported the Phase I accomplishment of a 2% average degradation per 1000 hrs (2) , great efforts are still needed to address the thermal stability issue.
Materials engineering plays a vital role in increasing single cell and stack thermal shock resistance (3, 4) . Different processing methods will produce cells with different microstructures and bonding between the electrolyte and anode/cathode. Therefore, processing methods are also key factors that affect the cell performance and thermal stability. In recent years, NanoDynamics Energy has developed a generational series of anode-supported tubular SOFCs. Through the application of new materials and the optimization of cell design and fabrication process, we successfully enhanced the cell power and power density while at the same time improved the cell/stack thermal stability. In this work we present the results of: (a) the thermal cycling study for single cells and stacks, and (b) the thermal shock resistance test for a single cell. The results showed that a stack can be started within several minutes and a single cell can thermo-mechanically withstand a temperature ramp as fast as 550°C/min.
Experiments
Five experiments were conducted to study the thermal characteristic of the micro-tubular SOFCs, which were:
(1) Single cell power response to various heating rates from 5°C/min to 50°C /min (maximum furnace heating rate). 
Results and Discussion

Cell Response to Heating Rates
Firstly, we compare the cell start-up capability of our different generations of microtubular SOFCs (Figure 1 ). The cells were heated up at a constant ramp rate (20°C/min) and loaded at constant voltages. Gen 1 cells are our first generation SOFCs made of commercial 8YSZ. Gen 1v2 cells are the newer version of Gen 1 cells with the same materials, but have an optimized cell design, which yields higher power. Gen 4 cells are the 4 th generation cells made with new materials and processing methods, which produce higher power at much lower temperatures. The results demonstrate that not only the materials but also the cell design and microstructure affect the cell performance. These promising results provided us with useful information for the development of low temperature SOFCs. 
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Gen 3 cells are our scaled-up SOFCs: larger in diameter and active length, and also comprised of new materials. The overall result is that the Gen 3 cell produces significantly greater power than the previous generations. Since rapid start-up is a greater challenge for larger sized SOFCs, these Gen 3 cells were studied for the power response to various heating rates of 5°C/min, 25°C/min and 50°C/min (maximum furnace heating rate). The results showed ( Figure 2 ) that the cell can be heated up as fast as 50°C/min without damaging the mechanical integrity of the cell. It can be seen from the Figure that the cell power responded to the changes in temperature instantaneously. The same experiment was again conducted on a Gen 3 version 2 (Gen 3vs) cell which was heated in a larger furnace. The maximum temperature ramp rate was about 15 °C/min. Figure 3 shows when the temperature ramp rate changed from 10 °C/min to the full heating capacity, there was no lag in cell power response.
Single Cell Thermal Cycling Tests
The single micro-tubular SOFCs discussed in previous sections, comprised of various materials and sizes, have shown excellent thermal shock resistance. For instance, a single Gen 1 cell with commercial 8YSZ electrolyte material had been tested for 150 thermal cycles (ramp rate 50°C/min). The cell was ramped between 200°C and 800°C under electrical load. Every cycle took about 2 hours with a 12 min heating-up time. Instead of degradation, the cell power output was observed to gain 7.7%, as shown in Figure 4 . After testing, there was no sign or indication of thermal failure. A similar test was conducted on the second version of our Gen 1 micro-SOFCs (Gen 1v2). As shown in Figure 5 , this test had 338 thermal cycles, more than double the number of cycles in the previous test, and the power was observed to gain 6%. This cell was tested for 400 thermal cycles. However, due to equipment failure, the cell performance data were not recorded in between 338 and 400 thermal cycles. Gen 1v2 cells were fabricated using the same materials and processing methods as Gen 1 cells, the only difference between the two being the cell design. With the optimized cell design, both the cell performance and thermal stability were improved.
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Figure 5. Gen 1v2 cell thermal cycling test
Investigation of the cell microstructure changes before and after the thermal cycling was also carried out using SEM. From this examination (Figure 6 ), good bonding at the electrolyte-anode interface and at the electrolyte-cathode interface was observed. Especially, no cracks were found at the cathode-electrolyte interface. However, we did notice a slight change in anode microstructure due to the anode material sintering. Extreme Thermal Cycling Test
To accelerate the single cell thermal cycling test and to determine if a micro-tubular fuel cell can withstand extreme thermal conditions, an instant heating and air-quench test was designed and performed. Presented in Figure 7 are thermal images that show a cold cell in a hot furnace preheated to 850 ºC. After the temperature was stabilized, the cell was quickly taken out from the hot furnace and quenched in air. In several seconds, the temperature dropped from 850ºC to approximately 600~650ºC. Once the cell cooled to 150~200ºC, the cell was put back in the hot furnace which was held at 850ºC for the next thermal cycle.
(a) (b) (c) Figure 7 . Thermal images of (a) cold cell in hot furnace (850°C)-Cell temp <480°C; (b) hot cell in hot furnace-Cell temp: 700-750°C; and (c) hot cell in cold air-Cell Temp: 600-650°C. Figure 8 shows the cell performance during the extreme thermal cycling test. There were 11 cycles performed in total over approximately 2 hours, after which the cell was operated at constant voltage at 850°C overnight. As can be seen, the cell output degraded very little due to the thermal stress test. , 12 (1) 363-373 (2008) Figure 8 .Extreme thermal cycling test of a Gen 1v2 cell.
ECS Transactions
The response from a single thermal cycle is presented in Figure 9 , and it can be seen that it only took several seconds for the cell to be cooled down from 850ºC to 600ºC and took just over a minute to further cool down to around 200ºC. Although heating was a little slower than quenching, it was under 2 minutes (1′47″) for the cell to be heated up from around 200ºC to 850ºC (Table 1 ). 
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After the extreme thermal cycling test, no physical damage was found on the cell. Figure  10 presents SEM images of the cell before and after the accelerated thermal cycling. Figure 10 (a) and 10(b) show the anode before and after the 11 fast thermal cycles, and there is virtually no change in the microstructure. Focusing on the surface of the electrolyte, the anode-electrolyte interface, and the cathode-electrolyte interface, presented in Figures 10(c) , 10(d), and 10(e), respectively, no cracks or delamination were observed to occur after the fast thermal cycling. From these results, therefore, it can confidently be stated that the micro-tubular SOFCs have excellent thermal stability and can withstand temperature ramp rates as high as 550ºC/min. Over the past several years NanoDynamics Energy has developed a series of portable SOFC stacks and systems. A performance comparison of the stacks is given in Figure 11 . At 800°C, regulated hybrid Rev H 50 system (50 W nominal) can provide full power output within 5 minutes with a maximum power of 75 W. At the same temperature (800°C), the Gen 2 (100 W nominal) stack reached to the peak power of 115 W while the Gen 3 stacks produced 220 and 300 W (200 and 250 W nominal). From each design, not only the power output increased, but also the newer designs demonstrated better performance at lower operating temperatures. 
Stack Thermal Cycling Tests
At the stack level, Gen 1 stacks have been tested for over 1000 hours. In one test, as shown in Figure 12 (a), there were 15 unscheduled thermal cycles due to equipment or facility faults. The power output of the stack after the 1000-hour test gained 11% compared with the starting power. The stack operated at temperatures between 720ºC and 820ºC, with regular load requirements ranging between 40-60 Watts. Another test result showed (Figure 12 (b) ) that the stack had zero power drop after 57 thermal cycles. Figure  12 (c) is our newer version Rev 50 stack using optimized Gen 1v2 cells. This stack was run 845 hrs with 5 thermal cycles and the power increased by 8.9%. 
Summary
In summary, the micro-tubular SOFCs studied have excellent thermal stability and can withstand very fast heating and cooling ramp rates (up to 550°C/min). The cell power did not lag with various heating rates. Single cells with 150 to 338 thermal cycles had zero percent power degradation. At stack level we also demonstrated zero percent power degradation after 845 to 1000 hours of long-term load cycling and the most recent results demonstrated over 2000 hours stability.
